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Abstract— Having timely and credible security information is
becoming critical to network and security management. Most
current sources of threat information and detection techniques
suffer from having a limited view of the global threat scenario.
In this paper, we present Foresight, an internet scale threat
analysis, indication, early warning and response architecture. We
describe the design of an incentive based cooperation scheme to
create a global trusted community which is more accountable
and hence less vulnerable to attacks and abuse. Foresight utilizes
this infrastructure to share a global threat view in order to
detect unknown threats and isolate them. We describe a novel
behavioral signature scheme to extract a generalized footprint for
multi-modal threats. System performance analysis through trace-
based simulations show significant benefits for sharing forensics
across cooperating domains.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern viruses and worms are causing damage much
more quickly than those created in the past[1]. Viruses and
worms are able to spread with great speed and are capable
of harnessing the size and scale of the internet to launch
high-powered distributed attacks. Due to the epidemic nature
of these spreads, security experts and systems administrators
have very little time to respond and fortify their systems.
There is also a significant delay between the identification
and isolation of a new threat and the generation of a cure
for it. Worms and viruses have been able to create much
havoc in this ‘submission to cure generation’ window of
vulnerability. A new worm might infect thousands of machines
and cascade across the network producing consequences that
could overwhelm the internet very quickly.

While the attacks have increased in sophistication and
coordination, the last few years have also noticed a growing
convergence of threats. The newest kinds of malware are
Blended or Multi-modal threats that combine the character-
istics of viruses, worms, bots, phishing, trojan horses, and
malicious code with server and internet vulnerabilities to
initiate, transmit, and spread an attack [2]. By using a multi-
modal approach, they are able to surpass defences that address
only a single type of malicious activity. Polymorphic worms on
the other hand, have been known to encrypt and/or mutate their
contents in each generation. This makes it increasingly difficult
for traditional string-matching techniques to catch such threats.
Furthermore, traditional antivirus solutions rely heavily on a
post-analysis of virus characteristics to develop a signature that
can be used to identify viruses. The speeds of propagation that
recent threats have achieved make this type of reactive solution
all but ineffective.

Lack of a global view of the internet is a huge challenge
in developing internet scale threat analysis, indication and
early warning capabilities. Forensic evidence gathered from
past threats suggests that internet wide effects of a lot of the
threats could have been mitigated had there been an effective
collaboration between domains. A case in point is the Slammer
worm. Within an hour of the attack, many sites had started
filtering all UDP traffic with the destination port of 1434
via router and firewall configuration changes[3]. Had this
information been disseminated to all the domains in a timely
manner, large scale network clogging and the resulting service
disruptions could have been avoided till a cure for the worm
was found or the systems patched.

A mal-ware detection or prevention system that only acts on
local information is clearly handicapped in handling a multi-
modal distributed threat. In the case of a large-scale distributed
threat, the behavior observed at any one domain might not be
large enough to raise an alarm. Or worse, a smart worm can
show varying characteristics on different systems, in order to
exploit different weaknesses. That way, a single domain would
not be able to observe the complete propagation vectors of a
’Blended or Multi-modal Threat’. This is very similar to the
story of six blind men trying to figure out what an elephant is,
using their individual observations. Each person has a unique
perspective of the animal from the part that they can feel.
However speculating on the whole from the few facts can lead
to very large errors in judgment. The blind men describe the
elephant as being similar to either a rope, a fan, a wall or a
tree. If a unified global picture is not presented, one is likely
to miss the elephant altogether.

We investigate and apply these principles to the design
of a new wide area security sub-system called Foresight.
Foresight explores an incentive based cooperation scheme
which allows highly secure information and evidence sharing
amongst trusted peering domains and Autonomous Systems.
We argue that the internet community can pool its collective
resources to have a pro-active, prevention and damage con-
tainment policy, complementing the existing reactive, curative
approach to newly emerging threats. The proposed system is
able to isolate a generalized foot-print or behavioral signature
of the threat by aggregating forensics and auditing data within
the trusted community. These behavioral signatures are better
able to capture the multi-modal and polymorphic nature of
unknown threats while capturing forensics knowledge in a
reusable form. Also, by aggregating information from different
sources, a system can potentially trace large scale distributed



threats like DDoS attacks and mitigate them nearer to the
sources.

Foresight creates ’behavioral signatures’ for an emerging
threat in the same way a human brain interprets different
sensory signals. Until recently, scientists believed that in-
formation obtained by the different senses in human beings
was processed in separate parts of the brain. Newer research
confirms that a unified view of the world is obtained through
an interaction of all five senses in the brain [4]. To assist our
sense of smell, which is poor compared to other animals, we
often rely on additional information from our visual system.
In this paper, we propose augmenting the security perspective
available at any domain by active sharing of threat information
and forensics between domains and claim that a unified view
is of greater value than the individual perspectives. The idea
is that each host might have an incomplete, approximate
or inexact information about a particular threat or attack.
By observing suspect behavior and combining information
gathered from different vantage points, each domain is able
to get a much clearer picture of the threats and take remedial
measures. A global view also enables the overall system to
benefit from the experience of other peers who have expe-
rienced similar threats. We present results to show that the
resulting ’behavioral signatures’ can better represent multi-
modal threats compared to existing approaches.

II. GOALS OF OUR SYSTEM

The overall goal of Foresight security subsystem is to com-
plement existing security setups through alerts and forensics
sharing between cooperating domains. Adding such defensive
depth is important because the effort required to compromise
each layer of security adds complexity and potential delay to
the attacks. Security is viewed as a community goal and Fore-
sight aims to create an incentive based, global, accountable,
trusted community. Sharing threat information and forensic
evidence within the trusted community can give us a compre-
hensive view of the extent and nature of developing threats.
Foresight aims to detect, isolate and create a behavioral signa-
ture for network-aware threats through behavior monitoring.
This would allow for effective and timely immunization and
cooperative policing in order to thwart epidemic cascading of
threats. Foresight promotes a vision where computer systems
are more predictable, more accountable and hence less vulner-
able to attacks and abuse.

III. COMMUNITY/TRUST CREATION AND PROPAGATION

Foresight relies heavily on the creation of bilateral trust
relationships amongst administrative peers. Trust relationships
between entities on the internet can be developed through
one of two ways. The first is commonly referred to as the
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and is composed of a tree of
certifications with the root’s trustworthiness being self-evident
to all subjects. Care must be taken to safeguard the credentials
of the root of the trust.

The alternative scheme uses a web-of-trust. Here an en-
tity manually bootstraps the establishment of trust by using

Fig. 1. Reputation Score

mechanisms external to the system to determine a set of other
entities that are deemed to be trustworthy. Trust is assumed
to be a transitive property and an entity that is trusted is
allowed to certify other entities as trusted as well. The risk of
compromising the integrity of the entire system is amortized
over the integrity of a set of entities in the system. No single
node can be compromised in a manner that is catastrophic for
the system.

A. Foresight trusted community

Foresight’s reputation mechanism leverages upon observa-
tions of behavior and testimonies from peers to create a
web of trust in order to enable collaborative achievement of
individually and jointly set security goals. The idea is to build
mechanisms into the overall architecture that induce desirable
behavior from a majority of the participants.

When a domain monitors another domain’s interaction with
itself and its ’friends’, it gains a rich set of information. Secu-
rity policy and trust can be stated in terms of this accounting
data. Priorities of service to other domains can then be defined
in terms of service received in the past from those domains.
The overall architecture induces a desirable behavior from the
participants by discouraging a domain from performing actions
that would be detrimental to other domains. The reputation
mechanism also provides an efficient way to aggregate and
track feedback from participants in the community. Logically,
it is a collective memory of the system that rewards good
and shuns malicious or careless behavior. Foresight employs
an incentive based model where domains avoid individualistic
behavior in order to achieve a cooperative optimum goal
amongst the group.

B. Basic points of the scheme

How is trust developed? Trust is established in our system
in the same way that casual trust relationships form in human
society. Positive experiences build the reputation of a peer. The
total reputation score of a domain B at domain A is dependent
upon: 1) Direct interaction with B, 2) Interaction with domains
referred by B, 3) Reputation of B as advertised by others.

Positive interactions lead to an enhancement of a domain’s
reputation. In addition to sharing alerts and threat related data,
domains can also count on trusted partners to perform security
related requests for each other. Every request made to a domain



has an observable response and any misbehavior on part of the
domain, deliberate or otherwise, leads to a loss of reputation.
For example, domain A, under a Denial of Service attack can
request peering domains to police suspicious traffic before it
enters domain A. The response to such requests is observable
at domain A and can be used to enhance or decrease a peering
domain’s reputation. Since interaction between domains is
contingent upon a bilaterally good trust relationship, it is in
the interest of peering domains to comply with A’s requests
and vice versa.

Interaction between participating AS’s can be of four types
• Sharing of non-repudiable transitive Trust certificates
• Sharing of Security Threat Alerts and Warnings
• Sharing of forensics data and logs
• Security Requests
Figure 1. describes the main components of the Reputation

Score computed by each domain for another. The overall
reputation score of a domain is the summation of the individual
components. The actual weights w1, w2 and w3 signify the
individual policy of each domain, for instance a domain might
only be interested in the bi-lateral interaction with another
domain and may choose to ignore the Community Reputation
component. For the purpose of our implementation we has
assigned 50% weightage to w1, leaving 25% each for the
remaining two components. Reputation scores are normalized
to 10. Based on the reputation score, we define trust as a
tertiary value.

How is trust Propagated? Each domain maintains a repu-
tation score for all the domains it interacts with. The domains
periodically exchange these scores with their neighbors. Fore-
sight utilizes transitive certificates of trust from other domains,
with such certificates being weighed according to the current
notion of the certifiers trustworthiness. This transitive trust is
initially used to bootstrap the reputation in case a new domain
is encountered. A neighbor that has demonstrated a history of
being trustworthy gets a greater weight and has more influence
indirectly on local trust perceptions but this maps to our
intuitive notion of trust. When the trust is violated, the change
against the recommending domain can be weighted heavily so
as to discourage casual certification of other domain.

How is misbehavior punished? Counter Measures against
misbehavior, selfishness and free-riding are essential to the
performance of Foresight. A reputation scheme can be sub-
verted by a patient attacker who carefully builds a positive
profile and then abuses it. Foresight tackles this issue by
weighting the learning algorithm to grant trust conservatively
and take it away rapidly. We also observe that most peering
relationships between domains on the internet are probably
long term hence less susceptible to short term misbehavior.

C. Access Control, Privacy And Security Concerns
AS’s are traditionally reluctant to share security threat

related information because that may disclose private infor-
mation, local topological information, security policies and
vulnerabilities. This data, if left unprotected can also be
potentially utilized to observe weaknesses in the system etc.

Foresight uses Paranoid [5] group semantics to address
privacy concerns and to secure globally shared data. File
contents are locked via encryption and are unlocked only with
the correct key. Access control thus transforms into a key
management problem. Users are implicitly authenticated by
their ability to gain access to keys. Paranoid uses a novel
approach using transform keys to address the key distribution
and revocation problems. The access control protocol lets
each domain define individual access groups according to
their trust relationship with peers. Each trusted member has
access to group accessible files without having a shared group
secret. Such a scheme prevents a group member from adding
members to the group by sharing the group secret. The system
works because only trusted group members with the right
capabilities have informational access to the shared data. We
have successfully implemented the scheme in the design of a
globally accessible secure file system [5]. The details of the
Access control scheme are skipped here for brevity.

Greed, Selfishness and Collusion A major challenge in the
management of such peering trust relationships is to control
the resource commitments of peers to the collaboration. As
with a real society, if the policies tend toward altruism on
average, the system at large is likely to be more efficient, but
is also more vulnerable to a policy constructed with greedy
algorithms. The goal of a selfish domain within our system
would be to maximize its own utility over time. The use of
a capability based access control model forces cooperation
from participating domains since access to trusted groups is
contingent upon continued good behavior. Greed therefore,
is a short-term ineffective policy. Simulations show that our
simple trust scheme is robust enough to isolate misbehaving
domains. As long as it is beneficial to share data, domains
would voluntarily participate since the individually beneficial
goal is also the socially optimal action.

A set of domains can attack the system by developing col-
lusive rings to artificially trade or inflate reputations. However
an attacker would be forced to create attacks that target the
community as a whole. We use non-repudiable digitally signed
receipts to track negative recommendations in our system.
This discourages casual or malicious negative certifications.
The scheme also helps identify domains that issue inconsistent
recommendations.

IV. FORESIGHT ARCHITECTURE

The overall architecture consists of Sensors, Policy En-
forcers, Knowledge Managers and Collaboration Agents as
shown in Figure 2.

A. Sensors/Enforcers

Foresight sensors are essentially programs that monitor a
specific variable, activity or condition of a machine or the
network. Foresight utilizes a hybrid of host and network based
programmable sensors to collect a finer-grained, threat specific
information from a domain.

The simplest sensor records traffic flow data, number of
connections initiated to and from a single client and sudden



Fig. 2. Foresight Architecture

increases in traffic through specific ports or protocols. A spe-
cialized sensor called Server-prof is assigned to the web-server
and the File Server. In addition to the accounting described
earlier, this sensor also looks for performance degradation
symptoms such as high CPU utilization, resource exhaustion
such as memory and buffers unavailable for legitimate traffic
and packet queue backup leading to indiscriminate packet
drop. Server-prof resides on a host machine, detecting sus-
picious program behavior, providing information on services,
processes and other log files to a remote machine.

A third type of sensor called Mail-prof is assigned to
the mail server. Mail-prof collects simple accounting data
regarding email traffic coming from any host at a particular
time. This includes the number of emails being sent from any
particular account or IP address within a given time-slot. This
accounting data is used to perform statistical anomaly based
analysis of the traffic. This behavioral approach to monitoring
outgoing email traffic works with a high degree of accuracy
since malicious email activity is statistically different from
normal traffic.

The fourth type of sensor called Edge-profiler is assigned
to ingress/egress routers. It includes a combination of raw
packet captures like tcpdump [6] and tcpflow [7] in order to
capture ’Envelope Headers’ from SMTP traffic that bypasses
the mail-server. The sensors periodically log the data collected
to the knowledge Manager. A domain administrator can choose
what sensors to install, contingent upon needs, topology and
resources available.

Enforcers are a logically separate entity from the sensors
and are able to shape and police both incoming and outbound
traffic according to the policy handed down by the Knowledge
Manager. The actual actions range from quarantine of ma-
chines, disabling of file systems, disabling ports, re-tooling the
fire-wall, rules to drop offending traffic or simply informing
a human administrator. A major effect of viruses and worms
is the clogging of the network and mail-servers etc. Enforcers
can also act as drawbridges for traffic in such a situation,

shielding the system from both inside and outside threats by
using firewalls, content filters and routing blacklists. A detailed
enforcer architecture and implementation are beyond the scope
of this paper.

B. Collaboration agent

The Collaboration Agents (CAs) are responsible for the
creation and running of trust and reputation relationships as
described by section III. The CA works in collaboration with
the Knowledge Manager to keep track of reputation scores
with peering domains. The CA is also responsible for creating
and maintaining access groups that have rights to shared
forensics data. The Knowledge Manager provides feedback
to the CA which in turn, updates trust relationships and
access groups. The CA and Knowledge Manager are logically
separate entities which can actually be implemented on the
same machines.

C. Knowledge Manager

The Knowledge Manager (KM) is responsible for
1) Correlating local and global threat information
2) Generating signatures and alerts
3) Policing of traffic through Enforcers
4) Storing/sharing of forensics data
The KM collects and correlates information from local

sensors as well as globally distributed sensors (through the
Collaboration Agents) in order to create a global view of
the threat scenario. This model is inspired by the way a
human brain creates a unified view of the world through an
interaction of all five senses. Traditionally, perception has
been viewed as a modular function with different senses
operating independently. There is growing evidence however,
of interactions between all five senses to create a unified view.
For instance, we rely on information from our visual systems
to assist our sense of smell. Similarly, the KM enables us to
perceive the trusted community as a whole and not split up into
separate independent units. The idea being that each domain
would no longer be dependent on just local information when
confronting unknown threats.

V. BEHAVIORAL SIGNATURES

The KM creates a generalized footprint of a threat through
a fusion of the forensics data available though the Foresight
community. Existing malware signature generation schemes
have shared one common flaw: they look for some static
element which is common to existing or known malware
[8]. The attackers simply end up removing or changing this
element and the problem continues. The emergence of poly-
morphic and multi-modal threats has increased the problem
manifold. Let us take the example of phatbot [9]. Phatbot,
when it was introduced, was morphing on a daily basis and
had about eight different propagation vectors. It relies on P2P
networking technology which makes variants much harder to
locate and clean. It is able to steal product keys, logins and
passwords by sniffing FTP and HTTP traffic, harvest emails for
spamming purposes and disable processes including anti-virus



Fig. 3. Multi-modal Attacks

processes and firewalls. It is able to install a variety of exploits
on the host machine, run socks, HTTP or FTP servers and
proxies, while being able to spread to exploited hosts through
the P2p network. Nimda [10] serves as another excellent
example of a multi-modal worm. Nimda utilized file infection,
mass mailing, Web worm as well as LAN propagation on
local shares to spread. The worm also behaved differently on
different machines depending on how it was started.

The KM overcomes this through the use of Behavioral
Signatures. Our scheme is a modification of basic concepts
introduced by the Common Language Project [11] in order
to create a behavioral signature for malware. The Common
Language Project describes an attack (Figure 3) as a series of
steps taken by an attacker to achieve an unauthorized result. A
successful attack exploits a vulnerability in a tool to perform
illegal actions on a specific target. This represents a path from
the left most column to the right most column in the figure.
This is not an exhaustive list of possible attack scenarios,
however we feel it has the ability to capture the major ones.
A multi-modal attack in such a situation would be a set of
paths from one end of the graph to the other, from ’Tool’ to
’Unauthorized results’ with possibly many cycles in between.

Each domain has a unique perspective and signature of an
emerging threat from the sensors deployed in their network.
The Knowledge Manager is responsible for aggregating the
view from different geographically and topologically dispersed
vantage points in order to create a ’better’ signature for the
threat. This is helpful in two ways, firstly, the system is able
to catch many different propagation vectors of a threat, even
those that are not visible at the current domain. Secondly,
this allows domains with lesser resources to benefit from
the experiences of domains with more comprehensive sensor
architectures.

The actual data sharing between domains is a two-step pro-
tocol. A domain ’A’ announces what kind of data it has avail-
able. For instance, a domain that collects email related data

inside its network and is willing to share it with the community
will advertise this information globally. Neighboring domains
or domains that are interested in sharing this information with
’A’ can send requests to ’A’ to be included in the access
group for this information. Foresight uses Paranoid [5]
Group Management Protocol for this purpose. An example of
this would be domains of similar profiles sharing information
with each other. For instance academic institutions would have
similar usage patterns and hence similar vulnerabilities and
could benefit from data sharing. There are two kinds of group
memberships possible, characterized by whether data sharing
is on-demand or push-based. Push-based data sharing is done
periodically so as to not overwhelm the internet with this
traffic.

This scheme itself can suffer due to the generation of a
high number of genuine or false alarms. An attack could
be designed that could first take the information sharing
infrastructure out as part of a multi-phased attack. We counter
this by performing simple class-based queuing at the ingress
routers. Basic traffic metering policies can be set in place in
order to restrict the traffic generated to a maximum level. This
would not only ensure ’polite’ behavior from the Foresight
components, a class based queuing scheme in conjunction
with this could also be used to ensure continued system
performance even in the case of high network traffic, for
instance a worm attack. The exact details of the scheme
however are beyond the scope of this paper.

A useful feature of this scheme is that it captures knowledge
in a reusable and easy to read form so that a system admin can
make sense of the signatures and recognize suspect patterns.

Traffic Policing The KM is responsible for performing
traffic shaping and policing on behalf of local users as well
as peering domains. The KM instruments enforcers in order
to make sure local traffic does not misbehave. The KM
also performs policing requests on behalf of neighbors. This
includes controlling locally originating traffic as well as transit
traffic.

Traditional approaches to human immune system response,
as addressed in the self-nonself (SNS) model [12], advocate
that immune systems work by discriminating between self and
non-self, tolerating self and attacking non-self. Newer ideas
such as Polly Matzinger’s ’danger model’ [13] advocate that
the immune system actually discriminates between things that
are dangerous and things that are not. Response from the
immune system is actually activated by danger/alarm signals
from injured cells and it does not respond to pathogens that are
not dangerous. This approach is similar to the misuse detection
approach that we have adopted.

While most misuse based schemes suffer from a large num-
ber of false positives, by concentrating on critical resources
such as the web server and the mail server, we are able
to reduce the number of alarms. How a domain chooses to
respond to misuse is specified in a security specific Service
Level Agreement (SLA) negotiated between the hosts and their
controlling domains. The current SLA implementation include
option to either block or rate-limit a particular traffic flow. The



KM uses enforcers to prevent further damage or compromise
to critical system resources and components in the face of an
attack.

VI. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATIONS AND RESULTS

With the advent of the newer, more potent blended threats,
it is obvious that threats are no longer limited to a single
means of propagation however, by focusing on one propaga-
tion mechanism at a time, we can incrementally improve the
overall security and survivability of the network against mal-
ware. Even if we only partially cover the possible propagation
vectors, unvaccinated domains would experience a reduced
infection rate due to the presence of the vaccinated domains
in the network. Vaccinated domains act as ”firelines” in the
spread of attacks, slowing or preventing their further trans-
mission to others. While the protection offered is not curative,
the preventive measures adopted by the Knowledge Manager
through the enforcers are able to prevent damage to critical
system resources during the ’Submission to cure generation’
window of vulnerability. With this in mind we present Mail-
trap and Dos-Alert, the two prototype components we have
built on top of the Foresight architecture.

A. Mail-trap

Since everyone has access to email, it is by far the preferred
and easiest means of virus propagation [14]. Email has the
ability to transport all sorts of things including executable
code, programs, scripts and macros. Although email viruses or
worms have shown little innovation in recent years several high
profile worms have used Outlook and SMTP email programs
to clog the internet. Mail-trap is built to nullify the effect of
email as an effective propagation for malicious programs.

Mail-trap uses multi-level sensors in order to detect email-
borne threats in time to effect their spread. Mail-prof monitors
the SMTP server performing a statistical anomaly based anal-
ysis of the email traffic coming from any host at a particular
time. This includes the number of emails being sent from any
particular account or IP address within a given time-slot. Edge-
profiler monitors network traffic emanating from a host that
bypasses the mail server completely. The Edge-profiler uses a
combination of tcpdump [6] and tcpflow [7] in order to capture
’Envelope Headers’ from all SMTP traffic on the network. On
a smaller subnetwork, it could be a dedicated machine which
promiscuously monitors all traffic.

Two types of policy enforcers implement the email secu-
rity policy. The first sensor, installed at the mail server is
responsible for marking emails as suspicious and putting them
in separate folders. The second type of enforcer, capable of
blocking all SMTP traffic emanating from a host, was obtained
by modifying an open-source packet-filtering firewall code on
a Linux box.

Malicious email activity is statistically different from nor-
mal email activity. Once the sensors detect abnormal email
behavior, they log suspected malicious email data to the KM
which maintains profiles of offending emails, originating IP
addresses and payloads. Due to privacy and security reasons,

we do not log actual emails. However, mail-header information
along with the Recieved: from information is passed along to
the KM. As part of our implementation we also store summary
information about the message size, attachment type, etc. Mail-
trap is designed to work in cooperation with spam filters, DNS
blacklists and other such programs that may mark traffic as
malicious or suspicious and passes on information from all
such filters to the KM as well.

The CA shares its email signatures with all the domains
that have subscribed to its data sharing. Our implementation
results show that this forensics sharing is able to provide early
warnings and screen emails on mail-servers that have not yet
seen this threat. The KM also maintains a list of domains that
continue to be the source of email-borne threats. This list is
also shared with the trusted community periodically and in
turn is used to update trust relationships in the community.

One of the problems with tracing an email back to its origins
is that the headers can be easily spoofed. In our scheme, the
last domain in the chain of SMTP servers handling an email is
held responsible for malware that it either originates or transits
through its networks. There is an incentive therefore for all
the domains in the chain to verify the header information
and promote responsible behavior. Bilateral trust between
neighboring entities can lead to end-to-end trust. As we have
motivated earlier, a domain is responsible for its network
behavior with its peers. In case a domain continues to be
non-cooperative, its reputation would continue to suffer and
it would eventually be cutoff from the community.

SPAM A variation of the same scheme is used to detect
and block SPAM traffic at source as well. Recent viruses like
SoBig.F were sent out specifically to recruit ”zombie ma-
chines” for spammers. The virus opened the infected machine
to spammers, who could then route spam e-mails through these
machines. Since the IP addresses of these machines were new,
they did not appear in the IP address blacklists and millions
of spam e-mails could be routed through them before they
got blacklisted. The same sensors developed for Mail-trap
are able to detect the presence of ’zombie’ machines through
monitoring SMTP traffic. A domain can also be made aware
of such machines in its network through down-stream domains
which actually receive the offending traffic and pass an alert
back upstream. Any misbehaving domain that lets in SPAM
either deliberately, as is the case with some off-shore AS’s,
or inadvertently, through mis-configurations etc would loose
reputation in the community.

Results The primary goal of experiments with Mail-trap
was to show the advantages from collaborative policing and
sharing of information amongst cooperating domains. We col-
lected real-life email data from a network consisting of around
36000 clients over one week. Logically, the clients in the net-
work could be divided up into 20 independent departments. We
identified each client in terms of its membership to one of these
departments. Therefore while the data was collected in one
network, by treating each department as a separate domain,
we were able to show the benefits of potential cooperation
and forensics sharing between independent domains. A second



class of emails consisting of known SPAM and email viruses
was also collected along with the regular traffic. This traffic
was used as a benchmark for evaluating the performance of
Mail-trap.

Based on the email data that we collected, we performed
a trace-based simulation on our simulator. Ideally we would
have liked to have implemented the functionality on a live
network but were unable to do so due to obvious privacy
concerns. Our implementation was dictated by the desire to
keep the prototype and work-load as real-life as possible.
While we did not simulate an extremely large topology, we
note the same principles apply even if the scale were much
larger. We modeled the behavior of the Mail-prof, the Edge-
profilers and the KMs as we randomly introduced email-virus
traffic and SPAM traffic into the network. Our simulations
showed an increased detection of email-borne threats and the
system was able to correctly detect around 75% of emails
that even Spam-Assassin was unable to detect. Mail-trap was
able to detect simulated email-worm behavior with near 100%
accuracy however. For the sake of this simulation, we assumed
full cooperation between the 20 domains. This however is not
a realistic assumption and was relaxed in subsequent runs.
We modeled a handful of randomly selected domains that
performed illegal operations as well as not participating in
forensics sharing. While the ability of the sharing infrastruc-
ture to detect malware was directly proportional to the number
of domains sharing data. The reputation mechanism was robust
enough to be able to identify and isolate the malicious domains
successfully.

B. Dos-Alert

In a distributed DoS attack, the flood of malicious traffic
comes from a group of computers (zombies) operated by
remote control by people who have stealthily gained access to
them. Such traffic is distributed across different entry points
of the network and therefore is harder to locate and shut off.
Traditional ways to counter DoS threats have used ingress
filtering and firewalls[15]. The accuracy of such filtering
schemes improves dramatically by pushing the filters closer
to the actual source of the attacks. However, these methods
have been largely ineffective in solving the problem for several
reasons. It is usually difficult to shut down an attack using
a push-back like mechanism in a timely fashion because IP
addresses on attack traffic can easily be spoofed. Secondly,
to be useful, these techniques require universal deployment
and close cooperation between competing service providers,
administrative domains and jurisdictions is necessary.

In DDos attacks, a domain might not be able to realize
that it is part of an attack. Our Dos-Alert prototype shows
the advantages of having a global cooperative community in
countering such an attack. We have implemented Server-prof
as a daemon running on the web server that samples network,
cpu, memory, disk usage and connection attempts from distinct
IP addresses. This information is logged periodically to the
KM. The KM maintains a normal profile of the health of
the system and compares it to the logged data. When an pre-

specified threshold on any of the logged variables is crossed,
Server-prof alerts the KM of a possible attack. The KM
maintains two modes of operation, under the passive mode,
the KM simply alerts the CA to pass on SOS messages to
neighboring domains. The neighboring KM instruments its
enforcers to throttle down traffic going to the attacked domain.
Under active mode of operation, the KM instructs ingress
routers to mark incoming traffic with the router identification
number. That information when added to the logging data
collected by Server-prof provides accurate information to the
KM as to where the offending traffic is entering the network.
The KM then issues a custom SOS message to the domain
neighboring the offending ingress router. This way we are able
to push back traffic where it is most needed.

An interesting situation arises when a domain is not be
able to realize that it is part of a large-scale distributed attack
because the traffic that it generates is not large enough to raise
an alarm. Once such an attack is detected at the target domain,
a distress message passed on by the attacked domain can make
the KM realize misuse of its resources. A hop-by-hop warning
and policing mechanism lead to the attacks being traced back
to their origins even if the IP addresses are spoofed. Remedial
action taken at the originating domain also stops the attacks
closest to the sources and thus very little legitimate traffic is
hurt. Our simulator simply dropped target bound packets once
the problem was located.

Once again, the chosen method of testing our prototype was
through a trace-based simulation of Dos-Alert. We identified
a high volume web server in our network and collected web-
server logs for three weeks, using them to run our simulator.
Next we randomly modeled large scale distributed attacks on
the web-server. Using the performance degradation criteria,
the sensors were able to detect the higher volume of traffic.
Under these simulated attack conditions, Server-prof was able
to detect Dos attacks easily. The KM was able to correctly
isolate the offending traffic under the active as well as passive
mode of operations.

VII. RELATED WORK

Conventional trust management schemes base trust on ac-
cess control credentials similar to PKI [16]. Formal models
like [17] have been proposed in order to give formal precise
semantics to notion of reputation. They however model repu-
tation as a binary property ”good” or ”bad”. Obreiter [18] uses
digital signatures to create non-repudiable verifiable receipts
or tokens of transactions which they call evidences.

Michiardi and Molva [19] propose a mechanism called
CORE that stimulates node cooperation by a collaborative
monitoring scheme and a reputation mechanism. The authors
propose a game theory based approach in [20] to show the
robustness of the protocol in CORE. While most reputation
mechanisms give higher weight to past experiences, in our
scheme, the more recent behavior of a domain is more relevant
because that could be more reflective of any security policy
flaws, weakness or vulnerabilities on that domain. Foresight
ensures that reputations and hence trust closely mirror the



current behavior of the AS’s rather than past performance
alone.

In well known approaches such as Yenta [21] and Weaving
a web of trust [22] users validate each other as trustworthy.
NICE [23] is a platform for implementing cooperative dis-
tributed applications. NICE proposes a low overhead trust
information storage and search algorithm. Peers store their
own reputation but cooperation from other peers is needed
in order to compute reputations for a user.

The Swarm multi-agent simulation package has been used
by [24] in order to simulate interactive agents and worm
mitigation strategies. In this scheme, compromised sites warn
’friends’ of the presence of a worm. Wang et al. [25] study
the effects of partial immunization in throttling an epidemic
and claim that even random immunization can retard the virus
growth. A key result of research in this area is that while
viruses propagate through the network, relatively low levels
of immunization can slow the infection significantly.

IDES [26] and EMERALD [27] are intrusion detection sys-
tems coming from the SRI laboratory. IDES monitors different
usage parameters for users, remote hosts and target systems.
A profile of expected behavior and standard deviations is
thus kept as numerical values. Each audit record is checked
for anomalies at entry. Netbait[28] is essentially a distributed
query processing system over intrusion detection system data.
It is a post-mortem analysis of the epidemic spread of well-
known viruses and worms through the internet. [29] introduce
the concept of using internal sensors to perform ID. Internal
sensors have the advantage of being able to obtain data at
source with reasonable CPU and size overhead.

Moore et al. [30] have proposed black-listing of infected
nodes and filtering of connections based on attack signatures.
Zou et al [31] explore the possibility of temporary blocking
of traffic on a host suspected of being infected. Commercial
devices like [32] divide the network into many separate
subnetworks and block traffic between them in an effort to
contain worm behavior. Gupta [33] have used network traffic
anomaly detection to detect the presence of email worms in the
internet. The MET [34] system assumes that an email worm
has exactly the same MD5 sum. There technique uses a trusted
third party to collect and disseminate activity noticed at various
geographically dispersed mail servers. The reliance on MD5
sums is an assumption that fails in the face of polymorphic
threats.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A global view of the Internet is essential in developing
internet threat analysis, indication, warning and response capa-
bilities. Using a combination of an incentive based cooperation
scheme and behavioral signatures, Foresight is able to isolate
a generalized foot-print or behavioral signature of the threat.
These behavioral signatures are better able to capture the
multi-modal and polymorphic nature of unknown threats while
capturing forensics knowledge in a reusable form. They also
enables the overall system to benefit from the experience of
other peers who have experienced similar threats.

Foresight explores an incentive based scheme which pro-
motes information sharing and collaborative policing amongst
peering domains and Autonomous Systems in order makes
computer systems more predictable, more accountable and
hence less vulnerable to attacks and abuse. We were able to
show the potential and advantages of cooperation and sharing
threat specific information in the case of email-borne threats
through Mail-trap.

The Foresight infrastructure can be used as an early warning
alarm system which can disseminate timely information of a
developing threat amongst a trusted community along with the
forensics evidence. Once such a signature is isolated, with the
timely production and dissemination of remedial or preventive
information, the exposure and damage can be reduced. The
system can also double as a preventive and containment plat-
form through timely forensic data dissemination and practical
mitigation advice.

We have developed the two prototypes as proof of concept
systems in order to show the viability of cooperative forensics
sharing and policing. We have implemented most of the above
functionality on Unix, however the ideas are general enough
to be ported to any platform. We are in the process of
implementing our system on Planet-lab as the next simulation
infrastructure in order to detect and retard malware under
realistic network load environments. This would also enable
us to gauge the usefulness of our behavioral signatures when
faced with advanced pathogens. It is important to be able to
observe a worm’s behavior in such a controlled environment
since that would enable us to create better and more realistic
counter-measures. It will also serve to evaluate our approach.
Using, an artificial ’petri-dish’ environment, we will be able
to find out about the limitations of our techniques and the
constraints under which our solution is beneficial.
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